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Explainable AI as a Service 
Easy AI explainability 
to support your business 
decision-making

As organizations adopt more complex AI use 
cases, interpreting the reasoning behind AI output 
is becoming crucial to reassure customers and is 
being increasingly demanded as a requirement by 
regulators. With Persistent’s Explainable AI as a 
Service, you get a visual, easy to understand list of 
factors that explain the recommendations generated 
by your AI model, giving you full transparency and 
control over decisions. 

Within 6 weeks, the service helps you improve 
your model performance by understanding model 
behavior. It provides enough details to resolves any 
biases, data drift or other gaps to ensure that have 
an inclusive AI model.  Persistent’s Expainable AI as 
a Service helps you deploy AI models with complete 
confidence and grow customer trust with human-
interpretable explanations.
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What you get

 \ Understand why

 \ Understand why not

 \ Know when AI succeeds

 \ Know when it fails

 \ Know when to trust AI

 \ Know how can you correct 
an error

Most influential data factors that 
affect your AI model

Understand the biases, if any, 
in your model 

Get our recommendations to 
make your AI model neutral and 
business supportive
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Get started with Explainable AI today. Contact Us

https://www.persistent.com/services/data-driven-business-and-intelligence/artificial-intelligence-and-machine-learning/explainable-ai/#sectionContact

